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CHAPTER 1.
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION
Precision agriculture is the fusion of ancient practices with modern technologies.
People have raised domesticated crops and animals for thousands of years. In America,
farming has changed greatly in the time since crops were sewn by hand or horses were used
for field work. Tractors and mechanization had become common on U.S. farms in the 1920's
and 1930's (Hurt, 1991); computers and electronics became standard equipment on tractors
in the 1990's. The next innovation

in

agriculture involves using new sensing and control

technologies to gather and use information about the vehicle and its surroundings.
Precision agriculture has been described as the use of information technology to
manage spatial and temporal variability in agricultural systems at scales that were more
commonly used before mechanization (Plant, 2001; Pierce and Nowak, 1999). Management
decisions are made based on data brought together by information technologies. Precision
agriculture has three primary components: "capture of data at an appropriate scale and
frequency, interpretation and analysis of that data, and implementation of a management
response of appropriate scale and time" (NRC, 1997). In the past, precision agriculture
implied site-specific crop management, which is the management of agronomic crop on a
sub-field level. However, more recently it has been more generally applied to the use of
information technology in all of agriculture (Plant, 2001), including animal agriculture (Frost
et al., 2003, Cox, 2002) and agricultural vehicle guidance and autonomy. A digital elevation
model (DEM) is another prime example of information technology in agriculture: DEMs are
digital representations of the field topography that has an impact on water flow, erosion, and
crop yields (Renschler et al., 2002; Casasnovas, 2002; Kaspar et al., 2003).
Automated guidance for agricultural vehicles has been pursued by researchers since
the early days of farm mechanization (Reid et al., 2000). Most of the current research is
focused on steering a vehicle along a predetermined path, and has potential to increase
productivity, crop yields, and operator safety (Trimble, 2003). With advances in technology
in development of global positioning systems (GPS), controls, and computing, autoguidance
has become practical and is now commercially available from several vendors. However,
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autoguidance technology has yet to be applied to four-wheel steer vehicles, and it is applied
to paths which are predetermined. Knowledge of vehicle behavior should allow for the
combination of four-wheel steer and guidance control to any path, even ones which are
resolved on the fly.
The papers contained in this thesis investigate the relationship between an agricultural
vehicle's posture (position/orientation) and attitude (pitch/roll) with (a) its surroundings and
(b) machine performance. This information can be used in a variety of ways. In one case,
knowledge of the vehicle system was combined with measurements of its posture to create
detailed maps of field topography. In the other case, vehicle posture measurements were
used to control the vehicle's steering to achieve improved steering performance. Another
example is using vehicle position measurements to predict the application rate of chemicals
sprayed over a given area.
These projects are an effort to join different technologies in order to advance the
knowledge of agricultural vehicle dynamics and their relation to the vehicle terrain. One
uses vehicle position and elevation measurements to generate digital models of the terrain,
and the other measures vehicle posture in an effort to navigate the vehicle with improved
machine performance as it traverses the landscape.

THESIS ORGANIZATION

This thesis is organized into four sections. This first chapter is a general introduction
to precision agriculture, digital elevation models, and vehicle control. Chapter 2,
"Topographic Mapping Through Measurement of Vehicle Attitude and Elevation" is a
comparison of digital elevation models generated from different data sources and their effects
on DEM accuracy. This paper has been submitted to Transactions of the ASAP' for review.
Chapter 3, "Development of an Active Rear Steering System for aFour-~1Vheel Steer
Agricultural Vehicle" describes the development of a steering control system for the rear
wheels of a modified self-propelled agricultural sprayer so that they track the path of the
front wheels or control the turning radius during turns made while chemicals are being
applied. It is also to be submitted to Transactions of the ASAE. The final chapter is a set of
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general conclusions from the work contained in Chapters 2 and 3 and well as suggestions for
future work.
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CHAPTER 2.
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING THROUGH MEASUREMENT OF VEHICLE
ATTITUDE AND ELEVATION
A paper to be submitted to Transactions of the ASAE
M. L. Westphalen, B. L. Steward, S. Han

ABSTRACT
A self-propelled agricultural sprayer was equipped with four RTK DGPS receivers and
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) to measure vehicle attitude and field elevation as the
vehicle was driven across a field. Data was collected in astop-and-go fashion at 3.05 m (10
ft) intervals, as well as in a continuous fashion at three different speed levels on a 2.3 ha field
area with varying topography. Pitch and roll bias angles were estimated to within 95%
confidence intervals that ranged from 0.01° to 0.10°. Using ordinary kriging, digital
elevation models (OEMs) were interpolated using only elevation measurements, as well as a
combination of elevation and vehicle attitude measurements. The resulting OEMs were
compared to each other to evaluate the effect of including attitude measurement on DEM
accuracy. At the widest measurement swath width, the OEMs generated with attitude
measurements had substantially lower error measures than those OEMs generated without
attitude measurements. Vehicle speed affected DEM error, but no discernable trends were
detected. These results provide evidence that support the feasibility of using vehicle-based
measurements collected during typical field operations for accurate DEM development.
Keywords: Precision agriculture, GPS, GIS, digital elevation model, inertial
measurement unit, topography.
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INTRODUCTION
Field topography is an important factor in agricultural production. Topography
influences soil characteristics, water flow, and crop yields. Improvements in sensing
technologies and computers enable the development of digital representations of topography
as a layer in geographic information systems. A digital elevation model (DEM) is a digital
representation Of land topography consisting Ofregularly-spaced elevation values referenced
to a .geographic coordinate system. In agriculture, DEMs are valuable for modeling
watersheds and hydrological flow (Renschler et al, 2002), evaluating erosion and
environmental impact (Martinez-Casasnovas, 2002), and explaining spatial yield variability
for site-specific farming (Yang et al., 1998; Kaspar et al., 2003; Kravchenko and Bullock,
2000).
Topographic maps and DEMs can be generated using several methods. Traditionally,
they were created via conventional surveying techniques. Currently, however, aircraft or
satellite-based remote sensing techniques such as photogrammetry, synthetic aperture radar
(SAR; Evans and Apel, 1995), and LiDAR are now more often used for topographic
development. Aerial survey techniques require less labor than typical ground-based surveys,
but are more cost-effective only over large areas. In addition, remote sensing methods can
lose accuracy depending on the resolution of the images taken (Kavanaugh, 2003).
DEMs are available from a number of different sources. The U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) offers several different types Of DEMs at varying levels of accuracy. DEMs are
available in resolutions of 7.5-minute, 15-minute, 30-minute, and 1-degree. USGS 7.5minute DEMs, with grid spacing of 10 m or 30 m, are the most accurate and have been
produced from photogrammetric models and interpolation of elevation data digitized from
contour maps. These DEMs are currently produced by interpolating elevations from vectors
or digital line graph hypsographic and hydrographic data, and the other methods have been
discontinued. DEM accuracy is dependent on the source data and its resolution. DEMs
obtained from photogrammetric data have a desired vertical root-mean-squared error
(RMSE) of 7 m or less, with 15 m as the maximum allowable vertical RMSE. Those
produced from hypsographic and hydrographic data digitization must have an RMSE no
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greater than one-half the contour interval. (USGS, 2000). As noted by Clark and Lee (1998),
fora 7.5-minute DEM with a 1:24000 scale and a 6.10 m (20 ft) contour interval, the
acceptable level of error is 3.05 m for no more than 10% of the points tested. Aside from the
USGS, DEMs are also available from commercial sites offering much the same information
(Childs, 2002).
Several studies have investigated the use of GPS to generate DEMs. Clark and Lee
(1998) developed DEMs by measuring elevation data with a variety of dual-frequency GPS
receivers. They collected position measurements from a RTK GPS receiver mounted to the
roof of a tractor cab, as well as with the antenna mounted

on

a tripod. The tripod was used to

collect measurements with the most accurate antenna height, in astop-and-go fashion. The
DEM produced from stop-and-go measurements had elevation errors of 2-3 cm, and the
DEM from the kinematic measurements had errors of 3-8 cm. They also determined that
kinematic measurements can be used for validation points. These validation sets gave
slightly higher errors, but the increase was minimal in light of the fact that the data is much
easier to collect than stop-and-go validation points.
Yao and Clark (2000) used asingle-frequency GPS receiver (Model PRO XRS,
Trimble, Sunnyvale, CA) with differential correction (OmniStar, Houston, TX) to collect
data from an all-terrain-vehicle every 2 s at 6-9 km/h. They collected 22 passes of data 3.3-5
m apart, and randomly selected 2, S, 10, 15, 20, or 22 of the passes to generate topographic
maps in either Sm or l Om grids. The effects of the number of passes and the data processing
methods were investigated using statistical analyses. No significant differences between
processing methods were detected. Maps created from ten or more passes, however, had
lower mean elevation errors and standard deviations.
Bishop and McBratney (2002) examined different methods of interpolating digital
elevation models from GPS data. Elevation data was collected using differential GPS
receivers and was jackknifed into prediction and validation sets before the various
interpolation techniques were applied. The ArcGIS (ESRI, Redlands, CA) TOPOGRID
function, an iterative finite difference interpolation method based on the ANUDEM software
package developed by Hutchinson (1989), resulted in lower standard error than several other
interpolation techniques. For interpolations on a 5 m grid, the TOPOGRID method yielded
RMSEs of 0.04 m to 0.12 m, while on a 10 m grid, it yielded RMSEs of 0.07 m to 0.19 m.

Wilson et al. (1998) examined the influence of the number and pattern of GPS input data on
the resulting DEMs. They collected data on north-south and east-west patterns from atruckmounted kinematic GPS receiver and developed DEMs using the full data set, reduced data
sets in each direction, and from random points selected from grids of various sizes. They
found that the magnitude and clustering of errors decreased as the sample size increased, as
well as when the grid size decreased. They also found that small elevation differences at
individual points can cause large differences in resultant slope values, and that the orientation
of the vehicle routes can have a significant impact on the quality of the DEMs.
Inertial measurement units (IMUs) have been combined with GPS in the past. Guo et. al
(2002) developed a sensor fusion system by using measurements from aloes-cost GPS
receiver and an IMU with Kalman filtering to reduce bias error in the GPS and perform path
smoothing for an off-road vehicle. Fiber-optic-gyros have been used to correct for GPS
antenna inclination on off-road vehicles (Nagasaka et. al, 2002, Noguchi et. al 2002). Kise
et. al (2002) used an IMU to acquire vehicle heading on an experimental tractor equipped
with RTK GPS.
This prior research suggests that it may be possible to use vehicle-based
measurements acquired during field operations to develop DEMs of crop fields. One such
field operations, chemical application with aself-propelled sprayer, for example, may be a
good choice for such an operation. Postemergence herbicide application occurs on a majority
of corn and soybean acreages in the U.S. (Fernandez-Cornejo and Jans, 1999), so topography
measurements could be acquired at least once a year on much of this land. Such a field
operation will be characterized by high vehicle speeds and wide swath widths.
Since measurements from IMUs have shown utility in vehicle guidance for improving
vehicle posture estimates, it may be possible that vehicle attitude measurements in addition to
elevation measurements will enable more accurate estimates of topography and may
overcome problems associated with measurements being taken at wide swath widths typical
of field operation. Therefore, the overall goal of this study was to investigate the use of
elevation and vehicle attitude measurements acquired during field operations of a selfpropelled sprayer for development of a digital elevation model. This study then had the
following specific objectives:
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1. To develop a calibration technique for removing constant sensor mounting and vehicle
body pitch and roll biases due to unequal weight distributions on the vehicle.
2. To compare the relative accuracies of DEMs interpolated from data sets using different
combinations of vehicle location and attitude measurements.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
INSTRUMENTATION
A John Deere self-propelled sprayer (Model 4710, Deere & Co., Moline, IL) was
equipped with four experimental RTK GPS receivers (StarFire RTK, Deere & Co. Moline,
IL) operating at 1 Hz. Although not commercially available at the time of this experiment,
these GPS receivers had a vertical RMS error of less than 1.5 cm based on a Deere internal
test report. The GPS receivers were mounted in adiamond-shaped pattern on the vehicle,
with receivers located at the front, rear, left and right sides of the vehicle (Figure 1). Front
and rear receivers were 3.86 m (152 in.) apart, located along the vehicle centerline. Left and
right receivers were 3.05 m (120 in.) apart, 1.63 m (64 in.) behind the front receiver. All
GPS receivers were located at a height of 3.81 m (150 in.) off the ground. Correction signals
were sent from a local base station via a radio link (Pacific Crest Corp., Santa Clara, CA).
An IMU (Model vG600AA-201, Crossbow, Santa Clara, CA) capable of measuring pitch
and roll angles; yaw, pitch, and roll angular rates; and x/y/z accelerations was also mounted
on the vehicle. The pitch and roll angle measurements —all that were used in this study —had
a static accuracy of X0.5° and a dynamic accuracy of 2.S° rms dynamic based on the
manufacturer's literature (Crossbow, 2001).
The field used for this study was located near Ames, Iowa and had been chiselplowed after the previous corn crop had been harvested. Data collection took place
November 19-22 and December 11-12, 2002 over a 2.3 ha area of the field. Data was
collected in astop-and-go fashion as well as in a continuous fashion at three different speeds.
Using Arcview (Version 3.2; ESRI, Redlands, CA), a 3.OSm (10 ft) grid pattern was
established prior to the beginning of the study. The grid was oriented along north-south and
east-west directions, with intersections every 3.05 m. During the stop-and-go data collection,
the sprayer was driven along anorth-south path, stopping when the front GPS was located
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over each grid point. After allowing the vehicle to come to steady-state, position
measurements were collected from all four GPS receivers along with IMU data for
approximately 15 seconds before stopping recording and moving to the next data point.
During kinematic data collection, the vehicle was driven along the north-south paths at three
different speeds while continually recording data. The three speed levels chosen to
investigate the effects of ground speed on DEM development were: 3.2-4.8 km/h (2-3 mph),
6.4-9.7 kin/h (4-6 mph) and 12.9-16.1 km/h (8-10 mph). Data acquisition was performed
with a personal computer with a 1.1 GHz Intel Celeron processor. GPS data and IMU
measurements were brought into the computer through multiple serial ports and recorded at 1
Hz using custom-written data logging software.
DATA ANALYSIS

Comparing vehicle attitude measurements from two sources
Pitch and roll angles were calculated using elevation measurements from the four
GPS receivers and mounting geometry and were compared to IMU pitch and roll angles
measurements using regression analysis. Of particular interest was to determine how much
the error between the two methods increased as vehicle speed increased. RMSE was
calculated for the four speed levels—three continuous speeds and stop-and-go.
Measurement and calibration of vehicle suspension bias
The test vehicle was fully suspended and therefore, the vehicle body could have pitch
or roll angle biases relative to the slope of the terrain at the wheels. Any substantial biases
could hinder the generation of DEMs that accurately represent the shape of the terrain. The
estimation of these biases was based on a model based on the assumption that the change in
vehicle attitude (pitch and roll angles) as measured by an IMU between the nearest
measurements on adjacent paths will be a combination of the change in terrain slope change
plus any vehicle bias. The measurement components due to terrain slope will be spatial
correlated based on the assumption of spatial continuity. Thus, the change in terrain slope
from two neighboring measurements was assumed to be normally distributed with zero
mean. The effect of the terrain slope on vehicle attitude depends on the orientation of the
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vehicle. Vehicle orientation is independent of terrain for low or moderate slopes, and thus,
any systematic biases in the vehicle suspension could be estimated.
Each measured attitude angle will be a combination of the effect of terrain slope on
the vehicle for a particular orientation, and any bias that exists due to suspension difference
or unequal weight distribution. If the bias angles are constant, then adjacent attitude
measurements (either pitch or roll) on two paths will be:
e MEAS1 -

e BlAS +e SLOPE1

eMEAS2 - eBlAS - eSL~PE2

(t)
(Z)

where
BMEAs1 and 9~AS2 are attitude (either pitch or roll) measurements at nearest northings
(adjusted by distance of GPS receiver from vehicle center) on two adjacent northsouth paths,
8s1As is the corresponding bias angle due to the vehicle suspension, and
BsLOPE i and eSLOPE2 are the angle of the slope relative to the orientation of the vehicle.
Note the sign change on BSLOPE2 is due to a change in vehicle path direction from one
path to the other.
When these two measurements are added together, we get:
eMEAS1 +eMEAS 2 - 2eBlAS + 0 eSLOPE

(3)

where
~esLOPE is the change in slope from one path to the next.
Taking the expected value of Eqn 3 results in:
E [e MEAS1 + e MEAS 2 J

2 eBlAS + E [~ e SLOPE J

~a~

given a constant bias and angle. Since the change in slope from one path to another is a
random variable and is assumed to have a zero mean, we can solve for the bias angle using:
e

_ E Le MEAS l + e MEAS 2 J
BIAS 2

`5
t

An algorithm was implemented in Matlab (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) script, to
parse the data for each pass of the vehicle and to find the nearest neighboring measurements
in an adjacent path. For each pair of measurements, both pitch and roll biases were
estimated. For each speed level, second-order statistics of the biases were calculated. In
addition, the effect of wider vehicle swath widths on bias estimates was investigated. At
each speed level, the pitch and roll biases were estimated at with 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 sprayer passes
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skipped between nearest neighbors to represent swaths that ranged from 3.05 m (10 ft) to
27.5 m (90 ft) apart. The SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, N.C.) General Linear Model procedure
(GLM) was used to test for significance differences in mean bias estimates across the number
of passes skipped between near neighbors. Homogeneity of variance was test across both
speed levels and number of skipped passes using the modified-Levene test (Conover et al.,
1981).
Comparison of DEMs createdfrom different position and attitude measurements
Pitch and roll measurements by the IMU and front GPS receiver location
measurement were combined according to the vehicle geometry to estimate the locations of
the right and left GPS receivers. In a vehicle coordinate system with the origin at the front
GPS location, these two receivers were located at (W/2, -a, 0) for the left receiver and (-W/2,
-a, 0) for the right receiver. Using a coordinate transformation from the vehicle coordinate
system to the world coordinate system, the locations of these receivers were estimated using:
_1_
1
1
0
0
bias JSlll(~)

— COS(B — e bias 1 COS(

Xw

XWo

COS(

yw

y wo

cos~~ — ~bias ~cos~~'~ — cos~9 — 8bias ~sin~~Y~

_ zw _

_ z wo

—

sin~~ — ~bias ~

sine — 8bias ~

)

x„ (6)
_

-y" -

where
a =distance along vehicle centerline from front GPS receiver to left and right receivers (m)
W =distance perpdendicular to vehicle centerline from left to right GPS receivers (m)
lI' =vehicle heading angle, CCW from North (radians)
8 =measured roll angle (radians)
Bb;~ =estimated roll bias angle (radians)
~ =measured pitch angle
~,,;~ =estimated pitch bias angle (radians)
The resulting estimates of "virtual" elevation points enabled comparisons between
DEMs interpolated from estimates using the IMU attitude measurements and the location
measurement of the one front GPS receiver and location measurements from the 4 GPS
receivers. To accomplish these comparisons, the data was divided into one of three groups
by the types of measurements they contained. Group 1 consisted of location measurements
taken from the front GPS receiver only. Group 2 was the data set containing the front GPS
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location measurement and the IMU attitude measurements used to estimate 2 more virtual
positions. Group 3 consisted of vehicle bias-corrected location measurements from each of
the four RTK GPS receivers on the vehicle
Collecting data on a 3.05 m grid is not very practical for real-world applications
because the vehicle swath is typically wider. To develop most sparse data sets than that
collected at 3.05 m resolution, each group was jackknifed into separate sub-groups by
skipping data along swaths at regular intervals. This division of the data was used (1) to
simulate the effect of driving the vehicle along swaths much farther apart than 3.05 m and (2)
to produce calibration and validation sub-groups. The calibration sub-groups were used to
interpolate surfaces, and the validation sub-groups were used to measure the quality of the
interpolated surfaces (Bishop and McBratney, 2002). Three different sub-groups were
generated by jackknifing out several swaths of data at a time. The narrowest spacing
consisted of every third swath (skipped two swaths) of vehicle measurements, the next
spacing was every fifth swath (skipped four), and the widest spacing was every ninth swath
(skipped eight). This corresponds to swath widths of 9.15 m, 15.25 m, and 27.45 m
respectively. This data became the calibration set, from which the DEMs were generated.
The remaining data became the validation set against which the DEM was judged. For each
swath width, one validation set from the stop-and-go speed level was used to also compare
the DEMs across speed levels.
The calibration sub-groups representing the three swath widths for each measurement
group and speed level were imported into ArcView to be compared with one another. The
three measurement groups were compared to one another within the same level of
jackknifing. There were 36 treatments in this study based on 3 factors: 4 speed levels, 3
types of measurements, and 3 levels of jackknifing. A kriging interpolation (Nieuwland
Automatisering, Wageningen, The Netherlands, c 2003) extension was used in ArcView
spatial analyst to interpolate the surface for the DEMs. Ordinary kriging was chosen to
interpolate the data. Simple visual inspection of the data indicated no large trends, and
ordinary kriging is known to be quite robust (Trangmar, 1985). A linear semivariogram

model was used with a 20 m lag distance. Data was interpolated to a 1 m grid using a fixed
radius of 20 m and a minimum of 12 data points.
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To evaluate interpolations from each data group, the DEMs interpolated from the
calibration sub-groups within each data group were then compared to a single validation data
set. This validation set came from the elevation measurements in the stop-and-go procedure
at the same level of jackknifing as the kriged surface which was being evaluated. This was
done in order to use a common data set which had not been used to interpolate the surface.
Elevation errors were calculated by locating each validation point on the grid, and subtracting
the grid elevation from the point elevation. Root mean square error (R:MSE) is the normal
way of stating the error of a DEM (Wise, 1998). The RMSE was calculated for each
combination of speed level, measurement group, and swath width. In addition, the individual
error measurements were analyzed using the GLM procedure was used to test for significant
differences in the mean error. The modified Levene's test was used to determine effects on
error variance. Tukey's test was used to find statistical differences across measurement
groups in the mean absolute difference from median (the statistic used for Levene's test) by
vehicle speed level and number of passes skipped.

RESULTS
COMPARING MEASUREMENT OF ROLL AND PITCH FROM TWO SOURCES
At each speed level, the IMU attitude measurements were highly correlated with
those calculated from the location measurements of the four GPS receivers and exhibited a
linear relationship with each other. Biases existed, however, at all speed levels between the
two types of measurements despite efforts to mount the IMU level and all GPS receivers at
the same height. In the stop-and-go mode, linear regression analysis resulted in a coefficient
of determination, R2, of 0.989 and an RMSE of 0.286° for pitch and an R2 of 0.989 and an
RMSE of 0.206° for roll (Table 1). Increasing speed resulted in a decreasing R2—down to
0.758 for roll and 0.797 for pitch at the highest speed level

and corresponding increases in

RMSE. The slopes of the regression lines ranged from 0.994 to 0.874 for pitch and 0.979 to
0.912 for roll and tended to decrease with speed. Although in several cases the attitude
angles were not substantially different than one, they were all significantly different than one
at the 0.05 level. For both pitch and roll, the y-intercepts which were the biases were
significantly different from zero at all speeds and varied from one speed level to another
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(Figure 3). One source of error in the measurements is due the IMU taking unsynchronized
measurements with the GPS receivers. Upon acquisition of IMU measurements, the
acquisition software matched measurements with the closest GPS time, so there could be up
to a 1 sec difference between IMU and GPS measurements. Even with this source of error,
vehicle attitude measurements from the IMU were well matched the attitude estimations from
the GPS at speeds not exceeding 9.7 km/h, after accounting for the bias.
MEASUREMENT AND CALIBRATION OF VEHICLE SUSPENSION BIAS
In every case (Table 2), the estimates of roll and pitch angles were significantly
different than zero and ranged from 0.22° to 0.86° for pitch and -0.62° to -1.71°for roll.
There was no evidence of significant differences in mean pitch biases angles (F4,s9 i s9 = 0.61;
P = 0.6557) or mean roll biases angles (F4,s91s9 = 1.23; P=0.2951) across the the number of
passes skipped; however, significant differences were detected across speed with P < 0.0001
in both cases. No clear trends were observed in the angles or their variance with increasing
speed levels. Possible causes of this variation in bias angles include: 1) differences in the
mounting angle of the IMU relative to the vehicle —the IMU was remounted each day of data
collection, 2) variations in weight distribution on the vehicle, and 3) temperature variations
causing changes in the stiffness of the air suspension system. These results illustrate the
power of the estimation technique in being able to estimate even small changes in the bias
angle of a large vehicle body with a high degree of confidence.
The variances of the both estimates were significantly different across speed levels (P
<0.0001), number of skipped passes (P < 0.0001), and their interaction (P < 0.0001). No
clear trends in variance could be identified in with speed increases, however, variance
increased, typically in a linear fashion, with increasing numbers of passes skipped. This later
trend was not unexpected after examining the elevation semivariogram which was
approximated with a linear model. The standard deviation of the pitch estimates ranged from
0.36° to 1.1°and from 0.57° to 1.7° for roll estimates, but the 95% confidence intervals on
the estimates ranged from 0.01 to 0.10 °.
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COMPARISON OF DEMS CREATED FROM DIFFERENT POSITION AND ATTITUDE
MEASUREMENTS
The speed level and number of passes skipped and their interactions all had a
significant effect on the mean error. However, there was no evidence of that the particular
measurement group had an effect on mean error (P = 0.1047). The mean error for individual
treatments ranged from 0.018 m to -0.051 m. with 28 cases significantly greater than zero
(Table 3). When the number of passes skipped was not included as a factor, the mean error
showed that the DEM was positively biased by less than one cm for the 6.4 to 9.7 kin/h speed
level and negatively biased for the other speed levels by less than two cm (Figure 4). These
effects were small and may be due to differences from one data set to another as discussed
above.
The speed level, number of passes skipped, the group of measurements used in DEM
interpolation, and their interactions all had significant effects on the error variance (Table 3).
In particular, as the number of passes skipped between measurements increased, the error
standard deviation increased from 0.052 m with two passes skipped, to 0.063 m with four
skipped and 0.186 m with eight rows skipped (Figure 5). Across speed levels, there was no
clear trend with increases in speed. For the stop-and-go measurement and those at the low
speed level, the standard deviations were 0.138 m and 0.139 m respectively. At the medium
speed level, the standard deviation was 0.082 m and at the fast speed level, the standard
deviation was 0.126 m.
The group of measurements used to interpolate a DEM had a significant effect on
error variance. Across all other factors, the single GPS measurement group had significantly
higher variability (standard deviation = 0.166) than the other two measurements groups
which included explicit or implicit vehicle attitude information. The group with GPS and
IMU measurements had a standard deviation of 0.098 m and the group containing 4 GPS
measurements had a standard deviation of 0.095 m. There was no evidence of statistical
differences between these two groups. The interaction between measurement group and
number of passes skipped was clearly observed. When two passes were skipped, then the
addition of attitude measurement actually increased error variability (Figure 6). However,
for both four and eight skipped passes cases, the measurement groups lead to substantial
decreases in error variability.
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These quantitative results were confirmed by visual inspection of contour plots
generated from the DEMs at 0.5 m intervals. For the DEMs where two passes were skipped,
the addition of attitude measurements either through the IMU or multiple GPS receivers led
t0 higher spatial frequency content in the contour lines. This higher frequency content may
be indicating that these DEMs are resolving on real topographic features as confirmed by the
statistical error measures in some cases. For the DEMs where eight passes were skipped, the
sparcity of data led to substantial distortion in the DEM's interpolated from the 1 GPS
measurement group. In the DEMs generated from multiple measurements, while there is
clearly some distortion compared with those interpolated from denser data sets, the distortion
is less that observed in the 1 GPS DEMs.
Clearly, for sparse data, not unlike that which would be collected during field
operations, the addition of attitude measurements to a single GPS measurement improved the
match of DEMs interpolated from those measurements with stop and go validation points. In
addition, because there was no evidence of differences in error between the 1 GPS/ IMU
measurement group and the 4 GPS measurement group. Thus, the 1 GPS/IMU solution may
be a lower cost instrumentation solution that does not lead to a loss in performance over the 4
GPS solution.

CONCLUSIONS
From this research, the following conclusions can be drawn:
•

Suspension and mounting biases of attitude angle sensor can be estimated with a
high degree of certainty using swath widths similar to those encountered in field
operations. This study has also shown that when taking multiple vehicle attitude
measurements across a field, it is possible to measure any biases or mounting errors
during post-processing, without lengthy calibrations in the field. These biases can
be estimated and accounted for in subsequent analyses.

•

The addition of an IMU unit may aid in the interpolation of elevation measurements
for DEM generation. In data sets with passes that are relatively close together, the
additional measurements did not necessarily improve the accuracy of the DEM. At

wider swath widths which would better represent practical field operations, the
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addition of IMU attitude measurements resulted in DEMs with lower error
measures.
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Table 1. Comparison of vehicle attitude measurements by IMU to those calculated from four
GPS measurements.
Angle

R2

RMSE
(degrees)

Bias (95% C.I.)
(degrees)

Slope of
Regression Line

0.989

0.206

1.307 +/- 0.010

0.994*

0.941

0.468

1.630 +/- 0.013

0.951*

0.890

0.63 7

1.63 9 +/- 0.024

0.949*

0.75 8

0.963

1.911 +/- 0.046

0.874*

0.989

0.286

-1.835 +/- 0.012

0.978*

Slow

0.943

0.646

-1.284 +/- 0.014

0.949*

Medium

0.893

0.846

-0.629 +/- 0.027

0.979*

Fast
(12.9-16.1 km/h)

0.797

1.270

-1.3 68 +/- 0.051

0.912*

Speed
Stop-and-go

Pitch

Roll

Slow
(3.2-4.8 km/h)
Medium
(6.4-9.7 km/h)
Fast
(12.9-16.1 kn~/h)
Stop-and-go

* Indicates significant difference from 1 at the 0.05 level
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Table 2. Pitch and Roll Bias angles across speed levels and number of passes skipped
between paired measurements.
Standard
Standard
Mean Pitch
Mean Roll
Dev. Roll
Dev. Pitch
Speed
Skipped
Bias f 95%
Bias ~ 95%
Bias
Level
Passes
Bias
C.I. (degrees)
C.I.(degrees)
(degrees)
(degrees)
0.230.02* *
0
0.3 6
0.62
-1.700.03 * *
2
0.240.02* *
0.57
-1.700.04* *
0.57
Stop and
4
0.220.03 * *
0.71
-1.71X0.05 * *
0.71
Go
0.220.04**
6
0.83
-1.700.06**
0.83
0.230.04**
0.94
8
-1.71 0.07**
0.94
0
0.56f0.01**
0.47
-1.360.02**
0.69
2
0.57f0.02**
Slow (3.2
0.69
-1.350.03**
1.04
to 4.8
4
0.590.02**
0.88
-1.320.03**
1.28
km/h)
6
0.600.03**
1.00
-1.330.04**
1.51
8
0.600.03**
1.10
-1.32f0.05**
1.70
0.470.02**
0
0.49
-0.640.02**
0.65
Medium
2
0.46f0.02**
0.58
-0.640.03**
0.93
(6.4 to 9.7
4
0.4710.03 * *
0.71
-0.63 0.04* *
1.09
km/h)
6
0.460.03 * *
0.83
1.32
-0.650.05 * *
8
0.460.04**
0.95
-0.62f0.06**
1.54
0
0.86f0.04**
0.80
-1300.05**
1.08
2
0.85f0.04**
Fast (12.9
0.84
-1.3410.06**
1.24
to 16.1
4
0.84f0.05**
0.89
-1.280.07**
1.34
km/h)
6
0.850.05**
0.95
-1.2510.08**
1.52
8
0.840.06**
1.03
-1.230.10**
1.70
**Significantly different than zero at the 0.01 level.
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Table 3. DEM errors statistics across speed levels, number of passes skipped, and set of
measurements.
Speed level

Number of
Passes
Skipped
2

Stop and Go

4
8
2

Slow (3.2 to
4.8 km/h)

4
8
2

Medium (6.4
to 9.7 km/h)

4
8
2

Fast (12.9 to
16.1 km/h)

4
8

Measurement
Group

Mean Error

Standard
Deviation
of Error

1 RTK
1 RTK+IIMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMLJ
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+IIMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMLJ
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+IIMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMLJ
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+IIMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+IIMU
4 RTK
1 RTK
1 RTK+1IMLJ
4 RTK

0.004*
0.003*
0.005*
-0.010*
-0.006*
-0.004*
-0.040*
-0.030*
-0.033*
0.001NS
-0.029*
-0.051*
0.006*
-0.002*
-0.013*
-0.050*
-0.007NS
-0.002NS
0.004*
0.004*
0.003*
-0.006*
-0.002NS
0.002NS
0.018*
0.016*
0.018*
0.005*
0.001NS
0.007*
0.009*
0.002NS
0.001NS
-0.035*
-0.013*
-0.019*

0.034
0.028
0.037
0.100
0.054
0.050
0.258
0.180
0.178
0.033
0.072
0.112
0.050
0.038
0.052
0.315
0.140
0.095
0.035
0.029
0.032
0.101
0.057
0.054
0.154
0.074
0.076
0.041
0.041
0.030
0.063
0.053
0.041
0.252
0.162
0.154

Absolute
difference
from
median
0.026a+
0.021b
0.027a
0.064a
0.037b
0.036b
0.176a
0.114b
0.112b
0.025a
0.053b
0.085c
0.037a
0.028b
0.039a
0.192a
0.082b
0.066c
0.026a
0.023b
0.025ab
0.065a
0.039b
0.036b
0.110a
0.052b
0.054b
0.028a
0.031b
0.024c
0.046a
0.042b
0.031c
0.161a
0.112b
0.096c

RMSE
0.029
0.023
0.031
0.087
0.047
0.046
0.225
0.157
0.156
0.028
0.065
0.103
0.043
0.033
0.046
0.274
0.121
0.082
0.030
0.025
0.027
0.087
0.049
0.055
0.134
0.065
0.068
0.035
0.035
0.026
0.055
0.046
0.035
0.219
0.140
0.133

* or NS indicates significant difference or no significant difference from zero at the 0.05
level.
+ letters indicate groupings according to Tukey's test at 0.05 level.
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CHAPTER 3.
DEVELOPMENT OF AN ACTIVE REAR STEERING SYSTEM FOR A
FOUR-WHEEL STEER AGRICULTURAL VEHICLE
A paper to be submitted to Transactions of theASAE
M. L. Westphalen, B. L. Steward

ABSTRacT
A steering controller was designed and implemented on aself-propelled agricultural
sprayer with a prototype four-wheel steering (4WS) system. One goal of this controller was
to reduce the off-tracking error of the rear wheels when compared to the front wheel path. It
was also designed to control turning radius during lateral shifts to reduce chemical
application error along the sprayer's path. The vehicle was driven along marked courses of
different shapes to test the steering controller's performance through 90-degree turns, a
lateral shift maneuver, and a straight path across a hillside. A computer simulation provided
an estimate of chemical application rate across the spray boom during lateral shift
maneuvers. During hillside operations, the controller was able to reduce the area damaged
by the rear wheels from 107.35 m2 using two-wheel steer to 0.32 m2 with Active Rear
Steering (ARS) control. During 90-degree turns, the controller reduced the area damaged by
the rear wheels from 49.34 m2 in two-wheel steer mode to 1.1S m2 with ARS. This reduction
in rear wheel off-tracking could lead to a reduction in crop damage through turns and during
hillside operation, as well as reduced chemical application errors during sprayer turns.
Keywords: Four-wheel steering, off-tracking error, vehicle control, feedback control
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INTRODUCTION
FOUR-WHEEL STEERING
The application of herbicides for weed control is an important factor in current
agricultural practices in the U.S. According to the USDA (2002), 98% and 96% of corn and
soybean acres, respectively, were treated with herbicides in 2001, with a majority of corn and
soybean acreage receives post-emergence herbicide application (Fernandez-Cornejo and
Jans, 1999). Self-propelled sprayers account for much of this herbicide application. Selfpropelled agricultural sprayers, like other farm equipment, continue to get larger in an effort
to cover more acreage in less time. Spray booms are now available in widths up to 36.6 m
(120 ft) and with tank capacities of 4540 L (1200 gal), in addition to speeds of nearly 32
km/h (20 mph). If distributed unevenly, the extra weight on one end of the sprayer can cause
it to slide downhill when traversing across sideslopes. The addition of four-wheel steering
increases the maneuverability of the vehicle, but typically requires the operator to select
between discrete modes, such as crab steering or coordinated steering. This is inconvenient
for the driver because no single mode is ideal for the variety of situations which can be
encountered during field operations. Larger, faster machines necessitate increased control
and maneuverability of the vehicle, and four-wheel steering offers improvements over twowheel steering in steering performance. This, in addition to the fact that more and more
agricultural vehicles use automatic guidance systems in their navigation, makes investigating
a closed-loop four-wheel steering system capable of minimizing the off-tracking of the rear
wheels relative to the front wheels an important research topic.
Four wheel steering (4WS) has been successfully implemented on a variety of vehicle
platforms in recent history. Four wheel steering has been implemented on passenger trucks
and vehicles using the Quadrasteer system developed by Delphi Automotive (Holt, 2001).
This system steers the rear wheels in proportion to the front wheels, dependent on the speed
of the vehicle. At low speeds, the rear wheels steer out-of--phase relative to the front wheels
to increase maneuverability. At medium speeds (around S0 mph) the steering phase is
neutral (no steer). At high speeds the rear wheels steer in-phase to increase stability and
reduce vehicle yaw during lane changes and evasive maneuvers. Several automotive
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manufacturers have implemented four-wheel steering on passenger cars. Nissan Motor Co.,
for example, uses phase control and time delay to control the transient response of the rear
wheels to improve handling and stability (Irie and Kuroki, 1990). Nissan researchers have
also developed and tested a different steering control method on a four-wheel steer truck
(Adachi et al., 1991). Their control method steers the rear wheels to achieve a turning radius
similar to a smaller reference vehicle, while limiting the maximum rear steer angle so the rear
end doesn't swing outside of the path covered by the front wheels. This control method used
dead reckoning to estimate the vehicle position through time and steer the rear wheels to the
path of the front wheels. This system was able to reduce the vehicle's turn radius to that of a
smaller, two-wheel steer reference vehicle, while limiting the rear end `swing out' during
turns.
Despite the advantages offered by four-wheel steer, only a few researchers have
studied its applications for path tracking (Vanderploeg et al., 1988; DeSantis, 1995), and it
has not been applied to agricultural vehicles despite much research and development of
automatic guidance for tractors and implements.
PATH TRACKING
Quite a bit of research has been done on using car-like robots to track predetermined
paths. Feedback and feedforward controllers have been used singly and together to guide
vehicles along their intended paths. The vehicle's position and orientation relative to the
desired path is referred to as its posture, and it can be measured or estimated using a variety
of methods: global positioning systems, lasers, and deduced-reckoning, to name a few.
In Japan, research has been concentrated on path tracking in automobile lane changes
(Furusho and Muori, 1999; Marumo et al., 2000; Muori et al., 2002; Shimakage et al., 2002).
Muori and Furusho (1997) compared proportional-plus-derivative control (PD) with linear
quadratic control (LQ) for a car tracking straight and curved paths at high speeds. They
showed that PD control cannot decouple yaw motion from lateral motion when there is no
state feedback of yaw motion.
Researchers have investigated different control schemes to achieve path tracking.
Some use feedback, while others use a feedforward design. In feedback control, the current
vehicle posture is compared to a predetermined path. Posture error is made up of both
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position and heading errors. Position error is usually the distance that he vehicle deviates
from the desired position on the path. Heading error is the error between the current
orientation of the vehicle and the trajectory of the path.
Kanayama et al. (1988) implemented a PID controller to control a robot's linear and
angular velocities based on a robot's current posture to the reference posture of some point
on the desired path. Stombaugh et al. (1999) developed a control law relating steering angle
as a function of lateral deviation from the desired path, and used it to guide an automated
tractor at relatively high speeds (4.5 m/s).
Feedforward control is also commonly used in path-tracking research. A priori
knowledge of the desired path is useful in calculating yaw acceleration and lateral
acceleration, which can then be used to calculate steering angles (Vanderploeg et al., 1988).
Takigawa et al. (1998) used a feedforward control method to guide atractor-mounted
implement along a predetermined path. They simulated the vehicle response during 90degree turns, and Sutiarso et al. (2000) later tested this model. A disadvantage of
feedforward control is that it is open loo~that is, it does not correct for modeling and
sensing errors or disturbances (Takigawa et al., 2002).
Feedback and feedforward control methods have been combined to exploit the
advantages of both. Feedforward commands are sent in advance, thereby eliminating the
disadvantage of feedback control: that it only acts after the errors occur. However, feedback
compensation is still necessary to correct for modeling errors and disturbances (Shin et al.,
1992). Takigawa et al. (2002) used a feedforward algorithm to calculate steering angles
necessary to track a predetermined path, while using feedback control to correct for errors in
posture estimation. DeSantis (1995) designed a general, path-tracking controller for either
two-wheel or four-wheel steer vehicles capable of guiding along planned paths. He
combined a feedback control system with predetermined steering angles for the path
(feedforward control) to develop a PID control method and modeled the results. Researchers
working on the NavLab project at Carnegie-Mellon University (Shin et al., 1991; Shin et al.,
1992) combined feedforward and feedback control to guide a testbed vehicle along various
paths. Computer simulations and experimental results showed the performance of path
trackers utilizing feedback-only, feedforward-only, and a combination of both. The
combined feedback-feedforward controller had the best path-tracking performance, and was
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stable at speeds up to 32.3 Icin/h (20 mph). Additionally, accounting for the time delay of the
steering system enhanced the performance of feedforward control by commanding the
necessary steer angles before they were needed, allowing the actual steer angles to match the
desired steer angles more closely.
There are many ways to measure posture for vehicle control. Dead reckoning
involves integrating simple equations of motion to estimate the vehicle's change in position
over time. Often, velocity and/or acceleration measurements are integrated to estimate the
vehicle position. Dead reckoning has been described as a motion memory system
(Lawrence, 1998; Reid, 2000). Dead reckoning has poor accuracy, except over short
distances, but is typically lower-cost than other positioning methods (Sutiarso et al., 2000).
Several researchers (Sutiarso et al. 2000; Kanayama et al., 1998; Takigawa et al. 2002) used
dead reckoning to estimate the posture of their test vehicles for feedback to their pathtracking controllers. Sutiarso et al. (2002) later used a laser system to guide a vehicle to a
stationary target, as well as follow a moving target. The advantage of the laser system was
that it provided position and orientation data relative to local targets (Sutiarso et al., 2002).
Machine-vision is another relative position and heading sensor which has been used in
agricultural vehicle guidance research (Reid et al., 2000), and geomagnetic direction sensors
have been used to measure vehicle heading information (Will et al., 1998). Finally, the
global positioning system, or GPS, is a common way to measure vehicle position for control
applications. Researchers at Stanford University implemented kinematic differential GPS
corrections using four GPS antennas to provide centimeter-level positioning and vehicle
orientation measurements for a tractor (Bell, 2000). Their control system was able to steer
the vehicle along straight and curved rows successfully. Stombaugh et al. (1999) used
kinematic differential GPS to guide an automated tractor along a straight path at speeds up to
4.5 m/s. Only one available reference dealt with the possibility of steering the rear wheels to
follow the front wheel path (Adachi et al., 1991) in an effort to reduce rear off-tracking
during turning maneuvers of on-road large delivery trucks. Yet, they used only dead
reckoning to estimate vehicle posture when there are more accurate measurement tools
available, such at real-time kinematic GPS.
Miller (2001) implemented multi-mode four-wheel steering on an agricultural
sprayer. Feedback control was used to steer the rear wheels at an angle proportional to the
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front wheel angle, in one of three modes. In the coordinated steering mode, the rear wheels
were steered out of phase from the front wheels. Similarly in crab steering mode, the rear
wheels were steered in phase with the front wheels. In conventional steering mode, twowheel steering was accomplished by actively holding the rear wheels at a zero steer angle.
Coordinated steering increased the yaw rate and decreased the turning radius of the vehicle,
making it more maneuverable. It also reduced the rear-wheel off-tracking error during turns;
off-tracking error is defined as the lateral distance from the vehicle centerline at the rear axle
to the path previously traversed by the center of the front axle. Crab mode performed well in
lateral path adjustments, by preventing the vehicle from yawing excessively, which can lead
to errors in chemical application while spraying (Miller et al., 2004). However, during
sidehill operations, the vehicle tended to slip downhill due to an uneven weight distribution,
and none of the three steering modes could sufficiently correct the error due to the slippage.
The performance enhancements offered by four-wheel steering which can be applied
to agricultural vehicles include increased maneuverability through tight turns, larger turn
radii to prevent chemical misapplication on agricultural sprayers, and correcting vehicle
slippage during sidehill operations. With these considerations in mind, the specific
objectives of this work were to:
1. Develop and implement a control algorithm capable of steering the rear wheels of an
agricultural sprayer with four-wheel steering capability to track the front wheel path, and
2. Experimentally determine the controller's performance in reducing off-tracking error
during turning maneuvers or sidehill operation and in minimizing simulated chemical
application error in lateral shifts.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
VEHICLE MODELING AND TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
Vehicle model
Throughout the development of the Active Rear Steering control algorithm, the
vehicle was modeled using a dynamic yaw plane bicycle model (Kise et al., 2002; Noguchi et
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al., 2002). The yaw plane bicycle model (Figure 1) has two degrees of freedom, lateral
motion and rotation about the yaw axis. It also accounted for steering system dynamics in
addition to vehicle and tire characteristics. Miller (2001) showed this model to be accurate
by comparing simulation results with experimental results for identical steering inputs.

Figure 1. Yaw plane bicycle
and closed-loop system models.

model used to develop open-loop
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A control algorithm was developed based on the yaw plane bicycle model. Summing the
lateral forces on the vehicle results in:
m*v+u*r =Fyf +Fyr

(1)

Likewise, summing moments about the vehicle center of gravity:
I~Z *~' =Fyf *a—Fyr *b

(2)

Equations 1 and 2 can be rearranged to give:

r=
.

v=

F yf *a—Fyn,*b

IZZ

F yf + F y,. — u * r

m

(3)

(4)

Assuming small sideslip angles on the tires, the lateral forces become:
~s~
F yf = —Caf * af
F'yr

= -C ar

*

(6)

a r

Wheel slip angles af and ar, can be written as functions of center of gravity, sideslip angle,
yaw rate, and steer angles (Bernard, 2001
of — ~+a u Y
GL'r = ~ —

~

u
~vl
,~=tan-' J
~u

~f
Sr

(3 is typically small, so it can then be approximated by:
v
~~—
u

Substituting 10 into 7 and 8, respectively, yields:
v a*r
~f
af =—+
u
u
v b*r
a r =-~r
u
u

Substituting equations 5, 6, 11 and 12 into equations 1 and 2 yields equations 13 and 14,
respectively:
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~u
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v=
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~v b*r
Cam. * __
~f a
~ ~ ~
~u
u
I ZZ
~v
--jj*y'-fi
~

~
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~ ~ *b~
r
~ ~

u*r

Where:
m =vehicle mass (kg~
a =distance from front axle to C.G. ~m~
b =distance from rear axle to C.G. ~m~
I~ =yaw moment of inertia about C.G. ~kg - m 2
yr =yaw angle ~rad~
r =yaw rate

~ rad ~
ps i

r =yaw acceleration

~ rad ~
~s 2 ~

u =forward velocity of C.G. ~ m
s

J

v =lateral velocity of C.G. m
s,
v =lateral acceleration of C.G. m
s2
F~. , F~ =lateral forces on front and rear wheels, respectively ~N~
of , a~ =slip angle of front and rear wheels, respectively ~rad~
,l3 =sideslip angle of C.G. ~rad~

J

y =lateral velocity of rear wheels ~ m
s
8f , 8~ =front and rear steering angles, respectively ~rad~
8~ ~ =rear steer command ~rad~
C~ , Cam. =total cornering stiffness at front and rear wheels, respectively

N~

rad ~

There is some delay from the time a steering command is issued by the controller
before it is achieved by the vehicle. After the controller issues a steering command, it must
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be received by the microcontroller which controls the actual steering of the wheels. This
microcontroller converts the command to the appropriate voltage signal to be sent to the
electrohydraulic steering valve, which must then send hydraulic flow to the steering cylinders
to move the wheels. In each step, there can be slight delays. This time delay was modeled
in our system by a first-order lag, as has been done in some other research (Shin et al., 1991;
Shin et al., 1992; Mouri and Furusho, 1997). Empirical data from Miller (2001) showed that
the steering system responded to a step input of 38 degrees in 1.2 seconds. Since most
steering commands won't approach the 38 degree limit, a step of 5 degrees was chosen as a
reasonable approximation of some typical steering commands. At one time constant i, the
output should be 63 % of the final command. This system and these parameters correspond
to a time constant of 0.1 second.
The delay is modeled by the transfer function of a first order system:
1
Z

~r
~r,c

S +

(15)

1
Z

Where:
8~ ~ =rear steer command ~rad~
z =steering system time constant (s)
Choosing v, r, y, fir, and br as state variables and rearranging results in the following five state
equations:
V = \C ~ +C ar

/_ 1 \
~m * u~

r=~C~*a-Cam.*b~*

*V+~C~ *Cl—Car *b+212*

—1

*Y+ c `~ *fs
m
`m*u

~ -1 ~
~ 1 l
~ -1 ~
s8~ _Car "b* ~ I.,
1 l *sr
* *r+Caf *a*
* *v+ Caf *a2 +C~.. *b2 *
` I~~ u~
~Izz u l
~Izz ~
~ ~~ ~

y=v—b*~

(18)

yi = ~

(19)

~r = ~

r,c

- Car ~r
m

* Z — CSr * Z

~16~
(

17)

(20)

Rewriting the state model equations in matrix form yields the open loop state model in
matrix orm:
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(21)

~r,c

0 z

~r

Where
A=~C~ + Cam.

~-1~
~m*u~

B=~C~ *a —Car *b_u2
C=~C~ * a — Car *b

—1 ~
gym* u~

~ —1 ~
* ul
FIZZ

~ —1 ~
D=~C~ * a2 _Car *b2 *
~IZ~ * u~
C~
E_
m
Cam.
F=
m
C~ * a
G=
I ZZ
H=

C ar

I„
~~

Using a forward speed of u=2.0 m/s and steering system time constant i = 0.1, the
open-loop poles are located at 0,0,-0.1,-75.8,-26.2.
Measurement of off-tracking error and heading deviation
Lateral deviation, off-tracking error, and look-ahead distance
The lateral deviation was defined as the perpendicular distance from a point on the
vehicle centerline and at some distance, d, from the rear axle to the path traced out by the
front wheels. For this system, the desired path was that which was previously tracked by the
front wheels. However, using this error term to drive the controller means that the controller
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only reacts to errors after they occur, meaning it only corrects error after the fact. Choi et al.
(1990) calculated lateral deviation from the vehicle's centerline to the desired path at a
position ahead of the control point. This strategy was implemented in order to increase the
time the controller has to react to error, rather than reacting after the error at the control point
has occurred. The lateral deviation from the desired path was calculated at a point a lookahead distance, d, ahead of the rear axle (Figure 2). This the value of this parameter was
evaluated at d= 0 and d=1.83 m to determine its effects on controller performance. Those
values of d were chosen because in preliminary tests, the vehicle was traveling at
approximately 1.83 m/s (6 ft/s), and d = 1.83 m would result in approximately 1 second of
reaction time to the controller, similar to the a priori knowledge employed in a feedforward
controller to calculate steering angles in advance.
An important distinction should be made between lateral deviation and off-tracking
error. Lateral deviation is used by the controller in real-time to determine the vehicle's error
from its desired position, though it is not necessarily referenced to the rear wheels. Offtracking error, however, is the lateral distance from rear wheels to the path previously
tracked by the front wheels. Off-tracking error is later used to evaluate the controller's
performance.
Leading deviation
Heading deviation was defined as the angle between the centerline of the vehicle and
a line from a point on the desired path to the center of the front axle (Figure 2). This was
decided to give some indication of the orientation of the vehicle relative to the path of the
front wheels. The angle of the desired path relative to the vehicle centerline was calculated
by the equation:
e heading

_
-~ —
Y~
—tan
~~

(22)

where y is the lateral distance from the centerline to the desired path at some distance

~, behind the front axle. The distance ~, is analogous to the look-ahead distance d, though it is
the distance behind the front axle instead of the distance ahead of the rear axle. Setting the
value of ~, to be relatively small estimates the heading deviation at a distance very close to the
front wheels, but makes it more susceptible to noise and errors in the position measurement.
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Making it larger reduces this potential problem but also means that sudden changes in
heading deviation are calculated slightly later in time, as the vehicle moves forward. ~, was
chosen to be 1.52 m because the operator is seated 1.52 m behind the front axle. The driver
can relate to this measurement: the angle between the vehicle centerline and a line from the
front axle to a point on the wheel track closest to the driver.
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Heading deviation,
eheading

Lateral deviation,
elateral

t

(a)

•

•

(b)

•

Figure 2. (a) Lateral deviation calculated at look-ahead distance d using stored front axle
positions as desired path (b) Heading deviation calculated as the angle between the vehicle
centerline and a point on the stored front path a distance behind the current front position
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Technical development of closed loop control algorithm and gains
Using lateral deviation, heading deviation, and current front steering angle as inputs into the
controller,
~r,c — K l * e lateral + K 2 * e heading +

K3 *

fSf

(23 )

is the control law governing the steering command which is sent to the microcontroller.
Where
e lateral
e heading

=lateral distance from centerline to front path at a point a distance d ahead of the rear axle (m)
=heading deviation angle (rad)

Substituting the control law 23 into 21, and assuming elateral ~ off-tracking error y and eneaa~ng
yaw angle ~, the closed-loop system matrix then becomes:
E
A B
0
0
F
-v
v
C
.Y
_

D

0

0

H

r

—b

0

0

0

* y

0

1

0

0

0

y,

0

0

K~

K~

— lz

_Sr_

= i

r_

G
+

0
0

*~
f

(24)

Using vehicle parameters that were estimated by Miller (2001), the system was found
to be controllable, that is, controllability matrix was full rank. Thus, the eigenvalues of the
closed-loop system can be expressed by:

\

1 + 2041* S, + r 204 + 7942 %
142.7 * K + 33.2 K + 7942 ~
* S3 + ~
*s2 +
u J
z
~u*z
u2
z
1
z
2 u 2 * z/
~ 14049 *
0.0034 * u *
5452 *
~* Kl —
Kl
K2 s — 0
(2s~
~ u*Z
Z
u*Z
~
ss +

Using gains of K1 = 0.15 and K2 = 0.5 (K3 was held constant at zero), forward speed u
= 2.0 and i = 0.1 yielded system poles of 0, -75.8, -26.8, -9.7, -0.2. K3 does not impact
system stability. With one pole on the real-imaginary axis, this system would seem to be
only marginally stable. However, the model does not take into account that the vehicle's
frame of reference is continually moving with the vehicle. For example, the system response

for step input for bf, is that lateral deviation y and heading ~ will increase continuously, when
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measured against a stationary reference in the world coordinate system. However, when the

system response is measured against the local vehicle coordinate system, the responses y and
~ comes to some steady-state value for a step input bf.
Turn radius limiter
Previous work characterizing four-wheel steer performance (Miller et al., 2004)
showed that lateral shifts in coordinated mode had higher rates of over- and underapplication of chemical spray than conventional steering, which was also greater than those
errors in crab steering in simulation. The extended widths of modern spray booms are prone

to greater errors than shorter booms during turning maneuvers. During a turn, the spray
boom sections on the inside of the turn slow down relative to the center section and can even
pass over area previously covered with spray, if the turn radius is smaller than the length of
the spray boom. Conversely, the boom sections on the outside of the turn speed up and
provide less spray coverage than the center section. The extent to which the inside and
outside boom sections are in error is related to the path's radius of curvature and the length of
the spray boom.
Under the assumption of small steer angles and kinematic vehicle motion, a vehicle's
turn radius is related to the steer angles and wheelbase (Gillespie, 1992) by:
L
(26)
~~ ~r
R

Rearranging and solving for br yields a control constraint that limits commanded steer

angles based on a minimum turn radius Rmin
L
~r,~ = Sf

(27)

R min

Equation 27 imposes a constraint on the control, and was implemented in series with
the algorithms previously developed for rear wheel tracking. The turn-radius-limiting
algorithm solves for turn radius R using the relationship expressed in equation 26 and
compares it to the user-specified minimum desired turn radius, Rmin• If R < Rmin, it calculates
a new br,~ using equation 27 to meet the floor set by Rmin• If the turn radius R > Rmin, the
original br,~ does not change.
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Electrohyrdraulic steering control

The electrohydraulic steering control system used in this research was a
microcontroller (Smart Star 9000 Series, Z-World, Davis, CA) capable of steering the vehicle
in crab, coordinated, or conventional (2WS) modes. It was also able to accept rear steer
angle commands, through an RS-232 connection, from a personal computer running the
Active Rear Steering control algorithm. The microcontroller consisted of a 25.8 MHz CPU, a
12-bit A/D card, a 12-bit D/A card, a digital I/O card, and a 12 Vdc power supply mounted in
a custom enclosure. The processor was programmed using Dynamic C (Z-World, Davis,
CA), a modified C language and libraries. The microcontroller was initially developed in
previous work by Miller (2001).
Active Rear Steering controller

The Active Rear Steering (ARS) controller was implemented on a personal computer
(e-Machines, Irvine, CA) with a 1.1 GHz Intel Celeron Processor (Intel Corp., Santa Clara,
CA) that was programmed using Visual C++ (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA). Two
StarFire RTK GPS receivers (John Deere, Moline, IL) were mounted on top of the vehicle at
the center of the front and reax axles The horizontal position measurements of these GPS
receivers using RTK correction signals, are accurate to less than one inch (Deere, 2004). The
ARS program communicated with the microcontroller via RS-232 serial cable connection.
The ARS controller passed steering angle commands to the microcontroller, and the
microcontroller sent measurements of the front and rear steer angles back to the ARS
controller (Figure 3). The ARS controller used the GPS position measurements to estimate
the positions of the centers of the front and rear axles (Figure 4). Latitude/longitude
coordinates from GPS data were converted to northing and Basting in a local coordinate
system. For the field tests near Ames, IA, each minute of latitude is approximately 1863 m,
and each minute of longitude is approximately 1372 m. The front GPS receiver was mounted
0.95 m behind the center of the front axle and 3.05 m above ground level. The rear GPS
receiver was mounted 0.49 m behind the rear axle (Figure 5) and 3.05 m above ground level.
The controller uses the center of the axles to approximate the wheel positions in the bicycle
model of the vehicle. The GPS antennae were mounted on the centerline of the vehicle,
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although not directly above the axles. Equations 28 - 32 were used to convert the GPS
measurements to front and rear axle positions, as well as calculate heading angle.

wcs =tan

-1

~N GPS,f —N GPS,r ~
~ E GPS,f

(2g)

E GPS,r J

Nf = NGPS F + Llcos(yrwcs

(29)

— E GPs,F + L 1sin yr wcs
N r = N GPs R + L 2 cos(yr wcs

(30)
(31)

E f

E r

= EGPs R + L2sin yfwcs

(32)

Where:
NGPS =Local coordinate system northing ~m~
EGPS =Local coordinate system Basting ~m~
~Vwcs =Vehicle heading angle, relative to North ~rad~
Nf =Northing position of center of front axle ~m~
Ef = Easting position of center of front axle ~m~
N~ =Northing position of center of rear axle ~m~
E~ = Easting position of center of rear ale ~m~
L, =Distance front GPS receiver was mounted behind front axle ~m~
LZ =Distance rear GPS receiver was mounted behind rear axle ~m~
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Figure 3. ARS schematic showing connections to GPS receivers, microcontroller, and vehicle
steering system
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Figure 4. Block diagram of ARS logic used to calculate rear steer angle command
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Figure 5. Layout of GPS receivers on vehicle relative to front and rear axles

The system controlled the rear wheels along the path traced by the front wheels;
however, GPS position measurements did not account for vehicle roll and pitch that could
introduce error into the front and rear position measurements. The GPS receivers were
mounted 3.81 m above the ground, so vehicle roll could have a significant impact on position
error between the receivers 3.81 m high and the position of the wheels on the ground (Figure
6). An inertial measurement unit was unavailable for this work, and the control scheme did
not attempt to correct for vehicle roll; it only assumes that the measured positions correspond
to the wheel positions on the ground.
To minimize off-tracking error, the center of the rear axle was to be guided along the
path traced by the center of the front axle according to the control method previously
described. The ARS controller software was also used to log the data used by the controller
for subsequent analysis. This data included GPS position measurements, measured steering
angles, steering commands, and parameters such as controller gains. A graphical user
interface displayed this vital information on a monitor in the cab, so the operator could see
what information was received and transmitted by the controller at all times (Figure 7).
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3.81 m

H

3.81* sin(A)
Figure 6. Roll-induced error of rear axle position measurement
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Figure 7. The graphical user interface of the ARS controller as displayed inside the vehicle
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Three different testing procedures were used to measure the performance and
functionality of the steering controller in situations that simulate potential real-world
applications of this technology. In the first test, the vehicle was driven along a marked path
with 90-degree turns of varying radii. 90-degree turns are fairly common in maneuvering the
vehicle around fields or in other areas. In a second test, lateral shift mimicked maneuvering
the vehicle around an object in its path, and was used to gather data to evaluate the offtracking error and the turn-radius-limit function of the ARS steering controller. The third test
consisted of operating the vehicle on a hillside to test the system's ability to correct for
dov~mhill slippage of the rear wheels while driving across sloped terrain. The uneven weight
distribution reported by the manufacturer of the experimental sprayer caused the rear wheels
to tend to slide downhill (Miller, 2001), and the ARS controller was tested on a sloping field
to determine if it could reduce the off-tracking error due to downhill slippage. All tests were
conducted by the same driver.
Test l: 90-degree turns
The first test consisted of driving the vehicle around a rectangular loop, with 90degree corners of various turn radii (Figure 8). The 90-degree turn maneuvers were meant to
simulate vehicle turns which might be encountered in normal operations, such as headland
turns at the end of a row, for example. The test was performed at a forward speed of 2.0 m/s
while varying control gains K1, K2, and look-ahead distance d. The vehicle was driven along
the test path for three repetitions under each set of gains.
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R 9.1 m

i~

R 12.2 m

61m

R 15.2 m

61m
Figure 8. Test loop with 90-degree turns of 6.1, 9.1, 12.2, 15.2 m turns
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Test 2: Lateral Shift Performance
In order to simulate an evasive maneuver around an object, a course was set up to test
the ability of the vehicle to negotiate a lateral shift of 3.81 feet (Figure 9). This course was
used to evaluate the controller's ability to navigate such a course, as well as to investigate the
effects of changing the K3 parameter and implement the yaw limiting function of the
controller. The test was conducted with a forward speed of approximately 2.0 m/s, with five
repetitions for each case. There were a total of eight test cases:
1) K3=0.0
2) K3=1.0
3) K3=-1.0
4) Rm~p15.24 m and K3=0.0
5) Rm~n30.49 m and K3=0.0
6) Conventional two-wheel steer
7) Coordinated four-wheel steer
8) Crab four-wheel steer
In test cases using the ARS control algorithm (# 1 — #5), an optimal set of gains
(K1=0.15, K2=0.5, d=1.83 m) were used. The gains were chosen after evaluating results from
the first test. Crab, coordinated, and conventional steering modes (cases #6 — #8) were also
tested for comparison purposes.

3.81 m
.--

~

----~
27 m

► ~9.1m

30 m

9.1 m ►

27 m

Figure 9. Lateral Shift test path with 3.81 m lateral shift maneuver
Test 3: Hillside Performance
In the third test, the vehicle was driven along a grassy hillside with a slope of
approximately 17%, to test the ability of the controller to correct for downhill slippage

►
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encountered in previous research (Miller, 2001). The path was laid out in two straight
sections of approximately equal slope. The vehicle was driven along the path in the
conventional steering mode, as well as using the Active Rear Steering control. The gains
were chosen to be K1 = 0.15, K2 = 0.5, K3 = 0, and the look-ahead distance, d, set to be 1.83
m. Data was collected while the vehicle was driven along the marked path at approximately
2.0 m/s. The test was repeated four times in each case.
The system performance was judged by the off-tracking error computed at the control
point (center of rear axle) relative to the front path using GPS position measurements
recorded during the experiments. A Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) script was written to
use the recorded position measurements to calculate off-tracking error of the rear axle
relative to the front axle's path.
Performance metrics and statistical analysis

Off-tracking performance
After the different tests, the off-tracking error was calculated from the rear wheels to
the path traveled by the front wheels. In order to make the metrics easy to understand, the
area that would be damaged by the rear wheels was calculated. The wheels were assumed to
be damaging an excessive area if they were in error greater than one-half of one fire width
(0.304 m). In those cases, the area run over by the wheels was calculated by multiplying the
error distance by the distance traveled in that timestep. If the error distance was greater than
one fire width, the area was calculated by multiplying the fire width by the distance traveled.
When the off-tracking error distance did not exceed the threshold of one-half fire width, the
rear wheel area which was considered off-track. Area calculations were subsequently
doubled to account the two rear wheels. When rear tires were within one-half the fire width,
the off-tracking was considered within a tolerable range for this machine and its operations,
so the error was neglected.
Statistical analyses of the vehicle position data were performed using JMP statistical
analysis software (SAS, Cary, NC). One-way analysis of variance was performed to
determine the effects of control gains on system performance. Differences in means were
found using the Tukey-Kramer method.
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For the 90-degree turns, the effects of controller gains, Kl, K2, and look-ahead
distance, d, were evaluated using rear wheel off-tracking area over all turn radii combined.
Gain K3 was set at 0 for all cases to simplify the evaluation of the combinations of K1, K2,
and d based on the off-tracking area. After choosing an optimal set of gains (K1=0.15,
K2=0.5, d=1.83 m), the effect of turn radius was investigated using mean off-tracking area
across the four different levels of turn radii to evaluate ARS performance for various sizes of
turns that may be encountered in the field. For the lateral shift tests, wheel off-tracking areas
were compared for various levels of K3 or turn-radius limit Rm;,,. Wheel off-tracking areas
were also compared for the hillside tests.
Chemical application through lateral shifts
In order to evaluate the effects of vehicle turn radius on chemical misapplication, a
Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) script was written to estimate the boom position as the
vehicle traveled across the field in previous work (Miller et al., 2004). Position
measurements from the front and rear GPS receivers were used to calculate the locations of
all the spray nozzles along the width of the boom. The spray boom was assumed to be
rigidly mounted to the vehicle. The spray boom was located 1.37 m behind the rear GPS
receiver, and nozzles were spaced 0.51 m apart along the length of the 27.44 m boom.
The test area was divided into 0.51 m x 0.S1 m cells. At each measurement interval,
the algorithm estimated the relative volume of spray mixture applied to each cell, by
calculating the length of time the spray nozzles were located over the particular cells.
Comparing the totals of all the cells provides an estimate of the relative application rate as
the. vehicle moves through the field. Any values above 125% of the target rate were judged
to be overapplied, and any under 75%were judged to be underapplied. The maximum
application rate (Miller et al., 2004) was also calculated. Application error was judged on
three metrics: the percentage of the area overapplied, % AVER; percentage underapplied,
UNDER; and peak application rate, MAX (Miller et al., 2004). These metrics were chosen
because they provide an estimate of the area of a field affected by the misapplication of
spray, whether it's overapplication or underapplication. Peak application rate demonstrates
the point on the coverage map with the single highest point application rate, and thus the
worst application error.
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RESULTS
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test 1: 90-degree turns
When the look-ahead distance d was zero, increasing gains Kl and K2 caused the
mean rear wheel off-tracking area to decrease (Figure 10). Increasing the look-ahead
distance to 1.83 m tended to lower the mean rear wheel off-tracking area (Figure 11)
compared to the cases when d=0. Similarly, when the look-ahead distance, d, was zero, the
maximum off-tracking error decreased with increasing K1 and K2 (Figure 12). At a lookahead distance of 1.83 m, peak lateral error increased with increasing K2 (Figure 13). The
combination of K1=0.1S, K2=0.5, and d=1.83 m provided the smallest wheel off-tracking area
and peak lateral error. As K1 increased, the off-tracking error of the rear wheels tended to go
down (Table 1). Similarly, increasing K2 tended to reduce the off-tracking error. The
exception was when K1=0.2 and d=1.83, at which, the error increased with increasing K2.
This suggested that the system may become underdamped with the higher gains coupled with
the longer look-ahead distance. The best performance occurred with K1=0.15, K2=0.5,
d=1.83, when total off-tracking area and maximum off-tracking error, were minimized (1.15
m2 and 0.79 m, respectively). This set of parameters provided the best level of operator
comfort because the response was quick though not excessively abrupt or oscillatory, as in
some other cases. In general, higher gains led to operator discomfort because the rear wheels
seemed to overshoot their desired positions, then correct back in the other direction, causing
the wheel to oscillate somewhat. The gains K1=0.1S, K2=0.5, d=1.83 provided reductions in
off-tracking error as well as reasonable comfort for the operator.
In every case, ARS resulted in substantially less error than the conventional twowheel steering mode which had a mean off-tracking area of 49.34 m2 through the rectangular
course.
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Figure 10. Mean wheel damage area for various K1, K„ at d=0 for 90-degree turns
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Table 1. Rear wheel off-tracking area for various combinations of K1, K2, and d
Controller Gains

Kl

K2

Look-ahead distance d = 0

Look-ahead distance d =

(m)

1.83 (m)

Mean

Maximum

Mean

Maximum

off-tracking

off-tracking

off-tracking

off-tracking

area

distance

area

distance

(m2)

(m)

(m2)

(m)

0.1

0.0

14.67

1.55

15.98

1.48

0.1

0.5

11.40

1.51

9.94

1.51

0.1

1.0

8.50

1.25

4.70

1.02

0.15

0.0

12.10

1.48

2.93

1.22

0.15

0.5

8.06

1.06

1.15

0.79

0.15

1.0

4.40

1.19

1.29

0.95

0.2

0.0

6.30

1.12

1.25

1.07

0.2

0.5

4.21

1.03

1.88

1.42

0.2

1.0

4.08

1.09

7.14

1.10

In statistical analysis using the Tukey-Kramer test, the critical value of the test
statistic F is 2.45 for the 0.05 significance level. F-values greater than this indicate that the
means are different at that significance level, and the P-value indicates the probability that
the means are not different. These values are beneficial in determining which factors have an
effect on the results. The Tukey-Kramer test showed that all factors (K1, K2, d) had
significant effects on the mean wheel off-tracking area at the 0.05 significance level. K~ had
a significant effect on variance of the wheel off-tracking area (F=86.3, P<0.0001). The mean
area for each level of Kl was significantly different from the others. Gain KZ had a
significant affect on mean area (F=52.1, P<0.0001), and finally, look-ahead distance d also
had a significant effect the mean error (F=92.4, P<0.0001).
For the optimal set of gains (K1=0.15, K2=0.5, d=1.83 m) the different turn radii
showed varying amounts of wheel off-tracking area (F=421.1, P<0.0001). Tighter turn radii

showed more off-tracking area than wider turn radii (Table 3). This would be expected
because tighter turns require quicker, more accurate control response than the wider turns.
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The 6.1 m turns showed the most rear wheel off-tracking area, 9.46 m2. The 9.1 m turn
showed 2.96 m2 off-tracking area, although it was not statistically different than the 12.2 and
15.2 m turns, each with no recorded wheel off-track area. As may be expected in this set of
tests, turns with smaller radii were more difficult to follow than the turns with larger radii
(Figures 14 and 15).
Table 2. Mean off-tracking area in turns of different radii for settings K1=0.15, K2=0.5,
d=1.83 m
Turn Radius

Mean area

(m)
6.1

(m2)
9.46x*

9.1

2.96b

12.2

Ob

15.2

Ob
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Figure 14. (a) 6.1 m radius turn in conventional mode and (b) the off-tracking error
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Test 2: Lateral Shift
The off-tracking area varied across the different steering modes and controller
parameters (Table 3). Test case 1, using the optimal set of gains found in the first test and K3
set to zero, resulted in the smallest off-tracking area, 1.22 m2. Next, case 3 (K3=-1.0) and
case 7 (coordinated mode) also tended to be lower in error than the other test cases. The area
for case 3 was slightly less than that in case 7, presumably because case 3 with ARS control
was still trying to follow the path of the front, compared to a steering command purely out of
phase from the front as in case 7. As the test cases' steering modes tended toward in-phase
steering, the off-tracking area increased. As the rear wheels are steered in-phase with the
front wheels, the wheels cannot track the front path and are subsequently unable to track the
path of the front wheels. Test case 8 (crab mode) produced the poorest performance in terms
of off-tracking area with over 61 m2 over the 102.2 m long course. Cases 5 and 4, with
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limited turn radii (R,,,;n30.49 m and 15.24 m, respectively) and case 2 (K3=1.0) also tend to
steer the rear wheels in-phase with the front wheels, but not as much as crab mode. Case 6
(conventional two-wheel steering) produced an off-tracking area that was between that
produced with the in-phase and out-of-phase cases. Comparing case 8 (crab mode) with case
2 (K3=1.0) demonstrates that case 2 with ARS allows the vehicle to track the front path
slightly better than case 8, while still driving mostly in-phase. Similarly, case 3 (K3=-1.0)
performed slightly better than case 7 (coordinated mode) while still steering mostly out-ofphase.
Table 3. Area damaged by rear wheels during lateral shift tests
Test case
8. Crab mode

Mean Wheel DamageArea (m2)
61.S1 a~

S. Rmin=30.49m#

41.86 b

2. K3 =1.0 +

41.79 b

4. Rmin = 15.24 m #

25.23

6. Conventional mode

21.34

7. Coordinated mode

16.95 ~d

3. K3 =-1.0 +

10.42 de

1. K3 =0.0 +

1.22 e

*The letters indicate groupings with similar means using Tukey-Kramer test
Indicates the optimal set of gains (K,=0.15, K2=0.5, and d=1.83 m) plus K3 set at the
indicated value.
Indicates the optimal set of gains (K1=0.15, K2=0.5, and d=1.83 m) plus Rmin set at the
indicated value.
In statistical analyses of the simulated spray application rates, significant differences
were found across the different steering modes for three different metrics: percent area
overapplied (OVER), percent area underapplied (CINDER), and peak application rate (MAX)
(Table 4).
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Test case 8 (crab steering) showed the lowest mean percentage of area classified as
overapplied (>125% of target rate). The control gain K3 showed no significant effect on the
percentage of area overapplied, as evidenced by the fact that cases 1, 2, and 3 (K3=0.0,
K3=1.0, K3=-1.0, respectively) showed no statistical difference in the area overapplied.
Similarly, cases 4 and 5 with the radius-limiting function, were not significantly different
than case 1 without the radius limiter. Altering the gain K3 or instituting a minimum required
turn radius does not seem beneficial in reducing the percentage of area overapplied.
Changing user-programmable settings K3 or Rmin did not have an effect on the percentage of
area overapplied (>125% of target rate). The test cases using ARS were all nearly double the
area overapplied by case 8 (crab mode), and nearly all (except case 4) were comparable in
performance to case 6 (conventional steering).
Test case 8 (crab steering) again showed the optimum performance in reducing the
area underapplied (<75% of target rate). Case 1 (K3=0.0) and case 3(K3=-1.0) had the
greatest area underapplied. The test cases with in-phase steering (cases 2, 4, 5, and 8)
resulted in less area underapplied with chemical spray than the other cases. Case 5
(Rm;n 30.49 m) had less area underapplied than Case 4 (R,,,;p 15.24 m), although it did not
match the performance of case 8 (crab mode).
Case 1 (K3=0.0) showed the highest mean peak application rate, followed by Case 3
(K3=-1.0) and case 2 (K3=1.0), which were no different from case 7 (coordinated mode).
Case 4 (R,,,;p15.24 m) was comparable to case 6 (conventional steering mode); case 5
(R,,,;n30.49 m) showed peak application rates similar to case 8 (crab mode). Steering modes
which yaw the vehicle more throughout the turning process tended to have higher peak
application rates as well as percent area underapplied. This includes case 7 (coordinated
steering mode) as well as cases 1, 2, and 3 with varying values of K3. Steering modes which
yaw the vehicle less performed better, including case 8 (crab mode) and cases 4 and 5 with a
minimum turn radius. The percent area overapplied does not follow this trend, and may
require more study to understand the effects of different steering modes. Setting the
minimum turn radius R,,,;~ to be greater than 30.49 m would probably not improve
performance very much. In case 5, when R,,,;n30.49 m the vehicle already drives similarly
to crab mode, with the exception that the transition to aradius-limited turn condition can be
abrupt and not transparent to the driver.
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Table 4. Mean percentage of application area overapplied, underapplied, and maximum
percentage of target (100%) application rate for lateral shift test
Test Case

N

OVER (%)

8. Crab

5

3.21 d*

5. Rmin=30.49

5

6. Conventional

5

4. Rmin=15.24

5

8.22 a

2. K3 =1.0

5

7. Coordinated

5

7.70 ab
4.70 ~a

3. K3 = -1.0

5

1. K3 = 0.0

5

7.62 ab
6.19 b~

7.60 ab
6.98 ab

UNDER (%)
1.28 e
6.61 d
7.S 5 ~a

M~~X (%)
204.15 d
325.90 d
5 3 5.56

9.33 b

593.06

9.36 b
8.63 b~

616.62 b
767.62 b

12.79 a
12.11 a

865.90 ab
1000.05 a

*letters indicate groupings with similar means within columns using Tukey-Kramer

Surface plots of the application rate provide a qualitative visual assessment of the
simulated chemical coverage for case 4 (R,,,;n 15.24) (Figure 16), case 8 (crab steering)
(Figure 17), and case 1 (K3=0.0) (Figure 18). The target application rate is 100%. Darker
colors indicate less coverage, medium blue is roughly 100%, and brighter colors indicate
higher application rates.
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Figure 16. Example of simulated application rate plot using ARS control with minimum turn
radius Rmin=15.24 min 3.81 m lateral shift
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Figure 18. Example of simulated application rate plot for ARS with optimal control gains in
3.81 m lateral shift

Comparing the results of this test with the previous test indicate that the goal of
achieving path tracking by the rear wheels is in opposition to reduction of chemical
application errors during turns. In order to choose which one to give priority to, the
performance criteria of the vehicle must be clearly specified. Perhaps on an agricultural
sprayer, priority may be given to reducing application error rather than achieving path
tracking. However, a vehicle that does not apply chemicals would have little use for an
attempt to reduce non-existent application errors, so path tracking may be given higher
priority. Even on a sprayer, there may be a way to choose which objective is more important.
For example, when the sprayer is applying herbicide, the ARS controller could assume that
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reducing application error can be the main objective; when not applying herbicide, path
tracking could be given priority.
Test 3: Hillside performance
Conventional two-wheel steering mode was compared with Active Rear Steering with
the optimal set of gains from test 1 (K1=0.15, K2=0.5, d=1.83). The mean off-tracking area
covered by the two rear wheels along the 182 m course reduced from 107.35 m2 with
conventional steering to 0.32 m2 with the ARS control. The significantly lower area
damaged with ARS control indicates that it is capable of reducing the dov~mhill slippage
encountered while driving across a hillside. The ARS mode did exhibit some variability,
although it did not exceed the threshold set for being "off-track" (0.15 m, one-half the tire
width). As the vehicle crossed the somewhat uneven terrain, the GPS receivers could shift
side to side relative to the control point in either steering mode. In this situation,
compensating for the vehicle roll could possibly improve performance.

~o

CONCLUSIONS

GENERAL DISCUSSION

This research has demonstrated a control method capable of guiding the rear wheels
of a four-wheel steer vehicle based on the path of the front wheels. The controller developed
in this project was based on a feedback design where lateral deviation, heading deviation, and
front steering angle were multiplied by proportional gains to form the rear steering command,
br,~. This feedback controller was shown to have distinct advantages over a system where the
user had to choose one of a finite number of modes in which to operate. The controller was
able to reduce off-tracking error, or reduce chemical application error, without restricting the
driver to a simply in-phase or out-of--phase steering mode. However, reducing off-tracking
error and reducing chemical application error are competing goals and cannot be adequately
performed by one single control strategy or set of gains.
Use of the ARS steering controller resulted in reduced rear off-tracking error in 90degree turns with radii of 6.1, 9.1, 12.2, and 15.2 m. Off-tracking error was also reduced
during lateral shifts and in hillside operation. An optimal set of gains (K1=0.1S, K2=0.5,
K3=0.0, d=1.83 m) showed the best results in the different tests.
A computer simulation was used to estimate chemical application rates across the
spray boom for the measured position data. In experimental trials, the gain K3 was varied in
order to determine its affects on the resultant path's application error. The controller was
also able to limit the curvature of the vehicle's path by setting a minimum turning radius, and
changing the rear steer angle if the minimum turn radius had been exceeded. Limiting the
turn radius to 30.49 m through the lateral shift proved somewhat successful: it reduced the
peak application rate to a value comparable to crab steering, although the area over- and
underapplied along the entire pass were still high. Varying the gain K3 had some impact on
the results, but it was not very successful at reducing chemical misapplication.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This work provides a basis for future work in rear-wheel path tracking and vehicle
control with four-wheel steer vehicles. The feedback controller performed an adequate job of
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reducing the off-tracking error, although it could be improved. One of the major challenges
of this work, compared with other path-tracking research, is that very little of the desired path
is known in advance. Lateral deviation from the desired path and heading deviation feedback
formed the basis of the control law, characterizing the error at the rear of the vehicle (lateral
deviation) and at the front of the vehicle (heading deviation). These were fairly simple ways
to describe the posture of the current state compared to the desired state. There may be other
methods could result in better performance.
All the experimental data reported in this text were gathered in trials conducted at
speeds of approximately 2.0 m/s. However, this speed is relatively slow for typical field
operations for a vehicle of this type, and any steering controller to be employed under realworld conditions would have to be reliable and robust at typical operating speeds. As
evidenced in the development of the control gains, the poles of the state matrix are dependent
on the forward speed of the vehicle. This indicates that the stability of the system can be
influenced by the vehicle's forward speed. More work can be put into developing a system
or a set of gains which are have robustness with respect to speed and provide adequate
performance at a variety of typical operating speeds.
Developed from equations based on the yaw plane bicycle model, this controller does
not account for vehicle roll or pitch, despite the fact that the GPS receivers are mounted
fairly high on the vehicle (3.81 m). Given the uneven topography often encountered in
agricultural operations, compensating for vehicle pitch and roll could improve the system's
ability to estimate the posture of the vehicle and provide better performance on rough terrain.
Finally, more work should go into the refinement of the control strategy and choice of
gains. Ideally, the steering control should be transparent to the average driver. In this work,
the wheels were constantly seeking to achieve an on-path state by driving the errors to zero.
However, the underdamped nature of the wheel movement would be unacceptable to the
average consumer. Similarly, the transition to a state in which the turn radius was limited
was too noticeable to the driver and could be made smoother. Also, designing the controller
to choose between the competing goals of reducing off-tracking error or application error
would relieve the driver of this task. A system which is transparent to the average driver
would be more likely to be accepted by the customers who buy this product.
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CHAPTER 4.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
GENERAL DISCUSSION
This research has shown that vehicle-mounted sensors can help researchers gain an
understanding of vehicle/terrain interactions. Vehicle attitude and posture measurements can
be used to create digital elevation models while driving the vehicle over terrain at widths
typical of normal field operations. The addition of an inertial measurement unit increases
DEM accuracy at wider swath widths. Biases in the mounting of attitude sensors can be
estimated and compensated-for in the creation of accurate models.
A steering controller capable of guiding the rear wheels relative to the path tracked by
the front was investigated and found to be feasible way to reduce off-tracking error and
chemical misapplication over the path of the spray boom. The controller was successful in
reducing the maximum off-tracking error as well as the mean area covered by the rear wheels
(instead of following in the front wheels' prior path) for a variety of maneuvers: 90-degree
turns, lateral shifts, and hillside operation. Despite its success at reducing the off-tracking
error, it could be refined by improving the operator feel of the automated rear steering;
reducing the overshoot and any oscillations will make its operation more transparent to the
river.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
One important thing to note is that in both projects, the GPS antenna position was
used to estimate the posture of the vehicle. In neither case were the GPS measurements
projected to the ground to get a true idea of what actually occurred at the soil/tire interface.
Since DEMs are topographic maps, the additional step of projecting GPS measurements to
the ground should help to give the proper perception of the terrain being mapped. Similarly,
roll compensation would be beneficial in hillside operation of the Active Rear Steering
system. The yaw plane bicycle model on which this control scheme is developed does not
account for sloping or uneven terrain. The ARS steering controller was guiding the position
of the GPS receivers rather than actually guiding the rear axle position. Projecting the
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position measurements down to the ground should improve controller performance,
particularly on hilly terrain where errors between the GPS receivers and axle positions are
greatest.
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